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From the Editor:
Dear Readers,

The inaugural issue of Dirty Chai (theme: Dark&Dirty) was published in the fall of 2013. Whereas that
issue marked the beginning of our publishing journey, the fall issues have come to mark the end of our
publishing year. The eight issues we have curated since our beginnings bring us such pride—we've come
a long way since the day I called up Sam, seven months pregnant, drinking a (decaf) dirty chai: "So, I've
got this idea for a journal, you in?" And she was in because Sam is ride or die (friendships are so very
important, and I hope you have people in your life you can always count on).
Since then, we've brought on three editors: Copy-editor/Interview Guru/Godsend, Erica Joy, Poetry
Editor/Always Cool, C.M. Keehl and Fiction Editor/Incredibly Talented, Alex Vigue. The fact that
they volunteer so much of their time to this journal makes it all the more real: People care about Dirty
Chai There is no money to be made as we spend our time reading submissions and curating each issue,
but what is money when you are living your passion?
I want to take a moment to prepare you for what you might find inside the pages of this issue. There
are pieces that deal with a variety of triggering subject matter, such as miscarriage and abuse, among
others. It breaks my heart to think that something inside our magazine could cause any of our readers
duress, but have found that transparency about such content makes for a safer environment. Any piece
that deals with the hard topics are chosen carefully, not for shock value but for their humanity. We want
to give space to those brave enough to confront the tough topics; those who wish to take back their
power; to create something from the very ashes whose fire meant to destroy them. But, don't be wary:
there is so much in this issue for you to love! There is joy and truth and humor and creativity spilling
from these pages.
On behalf of the editorial staff, we thank you for taking time out of your day to read our magazine.
Moving forward, issues are going to look much different as we navigate towards a new publishing and
content model. Until then, we bring you the last issue of 2015.
Thinking of you,
Azia DuPont, Editor-in-chief
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Recluse

by sarah frances moran

You are one of those plants
stuck for so long in a tiny pot
your roots bunched up
but comfortable.
Beautiful,
Colorful

but lacking.
but not as vibrant
as when you are free.

You were wild once
and I wonder what kind of whip did it take
to finally break you?
What kind of force caused your crash?
While you’re busy being bottled up
splintered light pierces everything around you.
It screams at high pitch,
causes the dogs to whine and worry.
What hand is it now that keeps you in your place
when there aren’t any hands left to hold you?

Digital Phantoms by conor jordan
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Phantasms of Love

by rachel anna neff

after William Carlos Williams

I pity my neighbors, three curious souls who must think I
unpacked a ghost alongside my belongings. I have
wandered down the hallway, howled into a pillow, eaten
delivery food because the gas still isn’t connected. The
bruised beating of my heart is like the summer plums
we gathered—fallen and split. Remember the ones that
we sliced into halves for sugared tarts? I wonder—were
we always tumbling from branches? Did we plunge in
aprons secured with strings tied by wrinkled hands? The
stones in our palms were as dark as fisheyes in the icebox.
We hoped everything would remain unchanged. And
even when we buried the plums’ pits, nothing sprouted, which
made us wonder if squirrels had excavated their graves. You
loved the jam, but never scrubbed the pots and dishes. Were
there too many spoons clattering to the tile? We probably
should have finished the jar before parting—we were saving
it for a special occasion—those holidays during the year for
when we both had a Monday off and time to share breakfast.
Our meals had become as silent as a tomb. Please forgive
me for forgetting your last birthday. The date had escaped me—
I had hoped that when we planted seedlings the next week, they
would make you smile, that one day they would grow. Were
your doubts like pips within a wax bloom shrouded by delicious
flesh and fresh juice? Alone at night, these memories boil so
bitter and brief—I roam the kitchen, the half-eaten jam sweet,
sticky. I want the branches outside to burst into blossoms and
take me back to our last vacation in Japan where we were so
happy together, bundled up against the early morning cold.
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No Typical Summer on Cape Cod by jim ross

Ember

sit here with these thoughts, self-combusting.

by amber r hwell

I sit here alone.

There is nothing here, but these fingers will
not die. They rise. They stretch. They will not
give up. They reach to the sky, to these keys.
They press into the idea of him. The broken
keyboard takes it. It is not shy.

I sit with loss.
My fire is dim.
I read many rhyming books today, at naptime,
at bedtime. At any time she wants, we read. I
love to read. She loves to turn the pages. I love
words. She loves hearing my voice. We both
love pictures.

The computer is falling apart. Sometimes it
turns off. It is hot like the air outside. It burns
the top of my thighs. Termites fly through the
air. The air conditioners’ hum never rests. I see
a large cockroach in my garage.
I want to run away.

She is almost one. Her favorite book is Daddy
Hugs. Every night we read it two to six times.

I want to leave Los Angeles behind.

She is daughter.

***

She sleeps.

Some thoughts exiting my mind cannot be
released without flame. They burn everything.
Ruin everything. They spurt like butter on a
hot skillet scalding everything nearby. Today I

I watch a black and white monitor. I hold the
idea of her, the thought of her, the image of
her, the soul of her inside my protective hands
forever. Forever like the scars I have etched
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across my stomach. Forever like the way we
can never turn back once it’s done. Forever like
the words You are not hearing me. Forever like
extinction. Forever like the absence of words.
Forever like the words I will see you this
Christmas that fell from my grandfather’s lips
before he died.
Every day I lift her up.
I say, You are enough. You are here. You are
human. You are light. You have nothing to
prove to anyone anywhere ever. Dance.
Scream. Cry. Explore. Explode. Know the
world is your oyster.

bees, sea, grieving
by zann carter

this death
that one.
all those.

If I need to I will become a dragon. I will burn
everything with my fire breath. I am not
afraid. I will erupt like a phoenix. I will leave
pieces of myself all over the world and each of
them will fight like an angry hornet.

the wind full of Amazing Grace,
the sky full of our eyes,
the earth brave with her burdens,

I save this heat inside me, in case it is ever
necessary. Because when it is, I will lift her up.

but grieving

I will tell her it is okay to cry. I will lift her up.

about her ruined sea
about the bees

I will tell her it is okay to leave. I will lift her
up.

grieving

vanishing

I will tell her it is okay to stay. I will lift her
up.

about the time
she’ll hear us say remember

I will tell her yes. Everything about you is yes.

honey?

Then, I will turn. I will face the darkness. I will
say to it, I know you. We have sat together
around a campfire burning away pieces of my
heart. You have no place here. Leave us alone.•
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F-e Betty
by noreen graf

F-e Betty sat with her legs wrapped around the box, knees pressed inward.
When the others came close, she grunted and sputtered out threats: promises to carve
them into bite-sized pieces for her dinner. They knew she was capable of it. She was
Flesh-eating Betty, charged with orally consuming her husband of twenty years. Her
husband had told Betty she looked like shit, her cooking tasted like shit, and, she
didn’t know shit. But F-e Betty couldn’t use that vile swear word. She explained to the
court psychiatrist, I wanted to turn him into poop and flush him. So I ate him. She
hadn’t eaten much, just choked down a few fleshy bites after hammering in a
particularly sharp steak knife. Ginsu. With a paperweight of flowers trapped in resin.
Betty was found incompetent due to insanity. Ultimately, it proved to be the
temporary sort and she was released. Into the streets. Unemployable, Unfriendable.
On a good day, especially close to Christmas, she could clear twenty dollars an hour
jiggling her Folgers can to the rhythm of Gimme Shelter at the 10th and Grove
stoplight. It was her corner.
On occasion Betty found interesting things in boxes. People disposed of
everything these days. But not this. Not a forty-year-old bear, love letters, a second
grade diary, high school yearbooks, graduation diplomas, and a communion prayer
book. Betty tracked the owner using the first name on the inside of the prayer book
combined with the last name on the love letters. With quarters from her can, she used
the bus station payphone to locate the Clarissa Johnstone who was missing a
cardboard box of memories.
Clarissa cried when they met at the park. How did you come to lose it? Betty
wanted to know. Oh, you know men. They get mad and do things they don’t mean. Fe Betty knew men. The two women walked the loose gravel path. Half a shoe at a
time. Turned out Johnstone had retaliated when Clarissa tossed out his pornography
by junking her memory box. F-e Betty loathed him resolutely.
On leaving, Clarissa gratefully pressed a hundred dollars into Betty’s inkstained palm which contained the smeared home address and phone of Johnstone. F-e
Betty felt obligated.•
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Blue Virus by brad garber

Modified Radical
by noreen graf

Before we lost them, the therapist asked our group what they meant to us. Apparently, my
new sisters loved their breasts. I passed when it was my turn because what came to mind wasn’t in
keeping with the theme of grieving for our losses. I kept thinking groping. I was trying to figure out
what it would feel like to be tube-like on top, and liking the hollow feeling.
Everyone started to cry. So I put my head in my hands and peeked through my fingers. IT’S
OKAY TO CRY, she said.
I was thinking about scars in place of tits. I asked the therapist about what happens to my
boobs after they are chopped off, and, can I take my jugs home with me, please? Medical waste
cannot be taken out of the hospital. It is infected and diseased, and must be incinerated. She looked
shocked. I would absolutely NOT be granted permission to take my melons home and think about
what they meant to me.
The next sister-session, just before our mammary amputations, was about redefining
ourselves. I said, I’m planning on being a woman without boobs. Boobless. Titless. Jugless. Wrong
answer again. My BFF is a surgical nurse. She owes me for a lotta shit, BIG time. She managed to
hoist my tatas after the surgery and spare them from obliteration by cremation.
I leave the hospital carrying stolen mammary tissue and lymph nodes tucked in a lunchbox
packed with ice. At home, I put them in the freezer. They are stuck together now, in a red plastic bag
marked: Biohazardous Waste - Dispose of Properly. •
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Tissues—Torn
by diane popenhagen

Philip stood in the garage, back
turned to me, as I opened the door from
the house. “Philip, we need to talk. I’m, I’m.”

Words suddenly looked like rotary dial phones
and typewriters in a world of cellular towers and
blogs. They could point at my pain but could
hardly approach it. “I’m bleeding.”
Philip calmly put down the lawn mower
piece that had moments before been giving him
consternation, turned to face me, and assured me
that I was indeed NOT bleeding. I was probably
just spotting, and that happens in the first few
weeks. He’d read that in a pregnancy book once.
“It’s more than a few spots. Do you want
to look at it, or do you want to take me to the
hospital?”
“Let me go take a shower and change,” he
said, as the urgency, like the blood, was isolated to
only me.
****
“You’re not far enough along for us to be
able to tell much. Wait until Monday, and your
doctor will give you an internal sonogram. Best of
luck,” the triage nurse’s words, delivered with the
same numb cadence Philip had in the garage.
Wait, was this a dream? I’m in my bed. I’m
still pregnant. I promise to NEVER eat another
carton of Rocky Road ice cream before bed.
The man holding his hand up, a nail
impaling the palm, his face stoic in the throes of
shock let me know, without doubt, that this was
far from a dream. The woman accompanying him
franticly ran past me, bumping into me on my
way out. It wasn’t her fault. I had affected a
knock-kneed shuffle, trying not to dislodge the
padding between my thighs as I made my way
back to the car.
“Lay down for the rest of the weekend,”
Philip’s reminder for me to follow the doctor’s
orders was barely audible over the screeched
opening of our ailing garage door. But I

September by gena wey

And now you’re gone, like summer,
like the last of the shimmering heat
rising through branches of ash trees.
The sun has stripped the color from your eyes,
your skin, once bright in my memory,
pale and faded.
Your smile, your laugh
like the splash of a stone tossed into water,
now a distant dream wrapped in silk.
And still I reach for you, pleading
to feel the warmth of August in your hands,
to taste sweet summer on your lips,
but the wind pulls you away in wisps,
translucent and swirling.
And if I wait for you
at the edge of this burning horizon
will the breeze come back this way
so I can catch your scent?
If I breathe you in with the night
if I hold you deep in my lungs
would you stay?
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"The doctor hadn’t ordered rest because
it would help. He prescribed rest because
he was too eg istical or too afraid to
admit that he couldn’t stop the blood any
more than I could. Yet, he was going to
bill me, and I was going to pay."

remembered what he had really said.
“If the fetus is no longer viable, there’s
nothing you can do. If you’re worried, rest this
weekend and make an appointment Monday to
see your OB/GYN.” The doctor hadn’t
ordered rest because it would help. He
prescribed rest because he was too egotistical
or too afraid to admit that he couldn’t stop the
blood any more than I could. Yet, he was
going to bill me, and I was going to pay.
****
As I laid down in our bed, Philip began
to call our church’s prayer chain from the
kitchen. “Pray. Diane thinks she’s miscarrying,
and I need you to agree in faith that this baby
will not be taken by the Devil. We are children
of the Almighty, and Satan has no rights to our
child! Amen, brother. Amen.” Patiently, call
after faithful call.
I smiled as I listened to my husband.
We vowed to honor the Lord above all others
when we first married, and even in the face of
this challenge he was staying true to his word,
a man of integrity. The blood and now the
cramps were making me question my
devotion. I prayed to be as strong and devoted
as my husband and tried to hide my
faithlessness and doubt. Around noon on
Saturday I quit drinking water, as using the
restroom only made me look at the blood all
over again.
How had it come to this? I was so
careful to mind the doctor’s every suggestion,
and so faithful to the Lord. Now I was lying in
our bedroom on a Saturday afternoon. The
day is indelibly etched in the slate of my mind,
not just because of the events, but because for
the first time that I could remember, I wasn't
bothered by the stale, freoned air, usually
preferring a natural breeze. Though I didn’t
suddenly acquire an affinity for the recesses of
freezers, I was grateful, rather, to be protected
from the carefree laughter of the neighbor's
children, so close that it had long ago replaced
my alarm clock and had, more than once,

quieted our midday newly wedded love
making, as moans are likely to be light enough
to ride on the air that carries laughter.
In lieu of fresh air blowing through the
second floor windows, I tried to quiet my
mind and rest in the glacial-front air. I read and
reread passages from my Bible, more marginal
notes than printed text. Pages, onion skin-thin,
were my connection between the sacred and
the profane. I searched again, now more
frantically, for an answer or at least a new, less
horrifying question. Over and over again, I
recited the only verses I could comprehend in
my frenetic state. Scripture, I labeled them.
Quote was secular, pedestrian. Scripture
changed things, except not real things like
blood and dead babies, just moods and
opinions about them.
When I could no longer prop myself up
on my elbows to read, I turned on worship
music. Philip was the soundman at our church,
and I often played the flute. Worship was an
integral part of belonging to our church family.
Music, singing, and dancing were conduits, a
translation of sorts, bridging the gap between
the finite voice and the ear infinite:
There is pow’r, pow’r, wonder-working pow’r
In the blood of the Lamb;
There is pow’r, pow’r, wonder-working pow’r
In the precious blood of the Lamb.
(Lewis E. Jones)
I raised my hands in worship, though
my body was cramping and weak. I sang
louder than the fear and pain, almost shouting
to reach the god who was past death, who
transcended suffering. There had to be, with
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modern speakers, a noise loud enough it could
cut through lonely and reach straight to
belonging all in one fell swoop.
The resonance of the song in my chest
greeting the boom of the CD player created a
fuzzy kind of contentedness in my rib cage. It
made the current minute elongate to
encompass all the moments of happiness and
hope and made it easier to not feel the crushing
reality of the cramps now gripping my
abdomen and scissoring through my center. I
tried not to clench my abs as each spasm seized
my stomach, tearing cell from frightened cell,
mind from body, faith from clinging devotee.
Though logically I knew it was not the panacea
I desperately sought, I grabbed my abdomen
with my hands, hoping the grasping would
somehow push back against the internal
violence currently waging war, against what
enemy I simply did not yet know.
I couldn’t wait any longer. I really
needed to pee. After hours in bed, moving was
like trying to remember the words to a long
lost childhood jingle, vaguely familiar but
more humming than words, fumbling through
rhymes until each step landed one right after
another, steady until sitting on the toilet was a
welcome relief. Shaking fingers flipped on the
fan’s motor to drown out what was now a
deluge. Drops are innocuous like an early
autumn rain, but the volume of blood was now
torrential. Perversely, I stood up to look at the
pooling blood, like slowing down at a car
accident. Among the crimson wreckage, there
was a quarter-sized fleshy casualty. He floated.
That’s what I noticed first. He, I always
thought that the pregnancy would yield a
male, a strong head for a family and mighty
godly leader for his yet unborn bride.
Despite the disgust presenting itself as a
soured metal hint in the back of my throat, I
reached my fingers into the scarlet slime to
retrieve the fleshy material, once a child, now
mere tissue. I laid him on some toilet paper
and slowly slumped to the floor. Half nude,

sitting in a reservoir of my own blood, I laid
my heavy head on the side of the blood-filled
commode. The cold porcelain felt strong,
impenetrable against my frail frame lurching
forward with each guttural sob. Pulling against
the toilet was my only chance to still the
frantic spinning, cells that threatened to
disband at any moment, easier than the ball of
tissue on the toilet paper just beyond my
reach. Cells that could mutiny and not as
much die, as just release their grip on living.
Hours I spent, kneeling in the ruby
puddle, until I slowly crawled to the shower
and sat as it rained down, clear and clean.
Somewhat refreshed, but still deep within the
isolation of loss, I made my way into the living
room, a gelatinous mass resting on a square of
toilet paper, like I was a maître d bringing
escargot to the elite. Philip was finally done
making the phone calls and mowing the lawn
and had fallen asleep on the sofa.
The loveseat facing the deck was as
good a choice as any to show Philip that the
prayer chain could be called off, that the
miracle had not come in time. Groggy and a
bit disoriented, he sat up, his eyes quickly
traveling between the skin pile on the toilet
tissue, my swollen eyes and back again. “This,
this came out of me. I delivered it earlier
today.”
“That means nothing. That’s probably
uterine lining or something.”
“It’s not uterine lining or something. It
is our baby, and it is dead, Philip. I need you

"Though logically I knew it was n
the panacea I desperately sought, I
grabbed my abdomen with my hands,
hoping the grasping would somehow
push back against the internal
violence currently waging war,
against what enemy I simply did n
yet know."
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right now.”
Standing up, walking over to me and
kneeling in front of where I sat, Philip looked
in my eyes, held my hands despite their
contents, and reassured me, “All we need is
faith. If it was dead, the Lord would have
revealed it to Pastor Wright. Our God is the
King of Kings. He raised Lazarus from the
dead. He can do the same for this baby.”
“I know all these things. I’m telling you
that the baby is dead. D.E.A.D. I need you to
be my husband, my partner. Your baby is
gone, Philip. Gone. Please, I’m broken.”
“Diane, go rest. We’ll see the OB on
Monday, and he’ll show you that it's all okay.”
There were no missing words that could be
plugged into this discourse that would even
resemble mutual understanding. I walked back
to the bedroom, stopping shortly in the
hallway bathroom to discard the toilet paper
square into the trash can; I used my remaining
strength to crumple up, along with the toilet
paper, my desire, my need, to be held and
threw away my romantic notions of the ideal
husband. I returned to bed, allowing Saturday
to be washed away by this torrent of tears that
seemed to have no beginning and certainly no
end.
****
Monday morning’s drive was a silent
one. Philip had spent the previous day at the
church praying lovingly, dedicating a whole
day lifting up a child in prayer, having never
met him yet. I’d laid crying in my faithless
self-pitying. The fact that he would even
consent to drive me made me feel perpetually
saved by an altruistic prince and I, in a weird
rewritten fable, the frog who never lost her
warts. We both sang worship songs, looking
ahead:
There is pow’r, pow’r, wonder-working pow’r
In the blood of the Lamb;
There is pow’r, pow’r, wonder-working pow’r
In the precious blood of the Lamb.

"I used the remaining strength to
crumple up my desire, my need, to be
held and threw away my romantic
n ions of the ideal husband. I returned
to bed, allowing Saturday to be washed
away by this torrent of tears that
seemed to have no beginning and
certainly no end."

A line instead of a circle: what a
miscarriage looks like on a sonogram. The
baby’s beginning and his untimely end both
boiled down to a hole and a peg. This perverse
irony would take years to reach me and still
more to be funny. The doctor pointed at the
screen, not my stomach, as the infant was just
a shadowed memory on the fuzzy screen of
the ultrasound. Why point at my stomach? It
was already empty.
Philip stared, without blinking, as the
OB pointed at spots on the monitor and
explained that miscarriages are common
during the first trimester. I watched the
doctor’s mouth systematically forming the
words without really comprehending much.
He assured us that we could try again after a
six-month rest. Philip thanked the doctor,
shook his hand, and we made our way to the
parking garage.
He sat in the driver’s seat, hands on the
steering wheel, without starting the engine.
Then, frenzied and unmeasured, Philip began
to pound on the steering wheel, and I saw him
cry for the first time. He just kept staring
ahead, pounding the steering wheel, shrieking
like an animal in a trap. He turned up the
worship songs to muffle his throaty cries.
I turned away to look out my window,
no tears left, as he was mourning his baby, and
mine was long ago dead.•
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Modern Day Bible: Our Perception of Religious Figures by dimithry victor
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There’s a Dog Fight I Have To Get To
by jill ann mceldowney

the bootleg men that sell at the bull market say
East Lansing is the promised land.
Walmart is the new Jerusalem.
trains run down the middle here,
past the bones of a labrador, still tethered to the porch
through the yellow corn & a prom night gone wrong.
“I never saw you coming but I’m here to get the Bible wet.”
lumberyard where the dogmen meet: this could be any place.
this is the chosen place.
give
the grave diggers new jobs—
what was entombed is turning over
& coughing in its sleep—
the trees that guard trash,
have become cats
that have become crows.
the lone figure that limps the length of the tracks
is collecting bones for rebuilding
& the voice of its footfalls
is the low panting of a dog.
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We Can’t Show This at Sundance
by jill ann mceldowney

the opening scene is an Act of God,
is the sky torn open over Arizona,
a dead movie star calling from my blood
choosing a voice from the music box on the hotel vanity—
“holy. holy. holy.”
the camera pans to the illustrious wasteland—
it takes
in a murdercapital.
God has left Detroit
a bombed out choir loft.
dear survivor, don’t you know?
don’t you know that the fire is falling?
come all you ghosts,
stand in a way that suggests violence.
now say it.
someone say it. someone say it.
someone say ‘cut.’
__________________________________________________________________________________

Giraffes Are Sociable, Peace l Creatures
by rebecca ci a

Giraffes are scared and stupid animals. I have a piece of sweet potato pinched
between my fingers, my arm extended above my head. Sheba and Lois, the giraffes, just
stare at me from above the metal grate of their enclosure, their heavily lashed and
feminine eyes fixed open. Stupid animals. They’ve seen people before. My shoulder is sore
and I know my face is getting red. Why won’t they eat the damn sweet potato? Their
keepers give them treats every day. I remember what it’s like trying to hail a cab in San
Francisco when all drivers see is wheelchair and they know you won’t fit. Finally, Lois
bows her head and lips the sweet potato from my fingers.•
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Going Wild &
Speaking Truth

with past Dirty Chai
contributor Isobel O’Hare
by erica joy

In a recent Facebook post, Isobel
Iris O’Hare writes: “I feel like I am

responsible for making other people
understand something that I also know
they never will understand.”
A subsequent post asks: “What is it like to
have a stable sense of identity?”
Many other posts dive into the pool of
politically and culturally relevant issues. Also
cats.
“Gosh, I could talk about this nonstop for a
year and still not express everything I have to
say on the topic!” says the poet and author of
the recently released chapbook Wild Materials.
(I assume this refers to politically and
culturally relevant issues, although I suppose it
could also refer to cats.)

voices of those who are revealing
uncomfortable truths,” she says. “In many
cases, social media has helped real change to
occur.”

“People seem to think that these issues—child
abuse, domestic violence, and also police
brutality—are becoming more prevalent, but
in reality they have always been there and they
have always been this bad. It is social media
that has given people a platform they never
had before,” Isobel continues, citing social
media sites like Facebook and Twitter as “the
ultimate accessibility tool” for people who are
physically unable to attend certain events or
who live in rural areas.

Isobel has taken to Facebook on many
occasions to address the societal pandemic that
has spread across the nation by way of hate,
slander, and ignorance. When I heard Wild
Materials was nearing its release date, I knew I
had to get my hands on a copy; I knew the text
was bound to explore those uncomfortable
(read: universal) truths.
Zoo Cake Press released Wild Materials in

“It is increasingly necessary to amplify the
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“erasing” the other text around the chosen
words to reveal a new poem. (The black and
grey erasures within Wild Materials have been
taken from hinge, Isobel’s book-length erasure
of Robert Duncan’s The Opening of the Field.)

mid-September, and success was instantaneous:
The book sold out in just days, people. (But
more on that later.)
Wild Materials succeeds, in part, by harboring
hundreds of messages beneath its collaborative
layers. Each subsequent reading reveals
something new the reader may have previously
missed—adding a new line of reasoning (or
questioning) to that initial post-read feeling.
Each poem has either been inspired by nature,
the work of other artists, a personal
experience, current events, or some
combination thereof.

Although Isobel initially used white-out when
erasing Duncan, she realized that method
didn’t suit her because it meant only her words
were visible on the page—Duncan’s were lost
beneath the opaque liquid—so she started over
with a new copy of Duncan’s book and opted
for the black and grey color scheme to allow
both of their voices to be heard: “I decided
that I wanted the erasure to be not really an
erasure but a conversation between me and
Duncan—because, after all, I was responding
to his words and sort of translating them
through the mind of a twenty-first century
woman.”

In fact, the title poem is constructed entirely
out of words from Isobel’s notes on an artist
talk she attended, during which two pinhole
photographers shared slides from their
experiments in creating cameras out of the
landscape they were photographing. One
particular stanza speaks to the changing
landscape of not only the physical
(environmental) world, but also our political,
social, and technological realm:

For example, one of Isobel’s erasures reads:
THIS PLACE
is
desolate
and
tender
hold this place
hold this place

we are inside the camera
documenting everything
building different views
So why title that poem—and the entire
collection—Wild Materials?

It comes from a 36-line poem of Duncan’s that
contains such lines as: “Certainly these ashes
might have been pleasures.” and “The devout
have laid out gardens in the desert, / drawn
water from springs where light was blighted.”
Although those lines are part of the grey text—
i.e. not part of Isobel’s erasure—they don’t
simply exist in the background of Isobel’s
poem but serve to add another layer of
meaning to her chosen text.

“As I was sitting in the artist talk, I heard
those words and something clicked in me,
some recognition with the two photographers
who take pieces of the landscape to build a
camera to photograph the landscape. That
resonated with the process I’ve used,” Isobel
says. “I feel like I am constantly gathering
material while I am out in the world, and so I
can’t claim that every poem comes from me
and me alone. Every poem is a collaboration
with someone or something.”

“Some people might think that erasure is lazy,
but I disagree. It can often be an extremely
long and painstaking process waiting for the
words to speak to you, choosing the ones you
want to keep, and creating a new piece from
something that already exists when you could

A style Isobel experiments with in Wild
Materials is erasure, the process of deliberately
choosing words from the work of artist and
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violated. And what happens to us over time?
Do we become less tender, more hardened, as a
result of that? It takes a tremendous amount of
work and strength and vulnerability to not
only create something, but to share that
creation.”

just leave it be,” Isobel says. “When we are so
profoundly moved by something that we don’t
want to be done with it yet, we can respond to
it by creating something new out of its bits and
pieces.”
That new creation may reveal something about
the writer, too. Isobel describes the two poems
that open and close Wild Materials, which
were born from two postcards given to her by
the poet Heidi Reszies during an MFA
residency: “She gave the same cards to my
partner, Rory Ou, and we each erased them
and were fascinated by how distinct our final
products were. Rory’s were sparse and
minimalistic with a repetitive, almost robotic
rhythm, while mine were messy and postapocalyptic. This is a pretty accurate
representation of who we are as individuals.”

Her words have me wondering about human
vulnerability beyond the scope of art; if we
have a history of being injured or assaulted—
verbally, mentally, physically—does that make
us more hardened, and less inclined to pursue
new connections with others?
“In my case, I feel like I vacillate along a
spectrum of human connection as a result of
various traumas,” says Isobel, adding that she
writes from the perspective of a survivor,
specifically a survivor of child abuse and
domestic violence. “Sometimes I feel hardened
and cynical, suspicious of anyone who tries to
get close to me, and other times I seek out
connections with people, most often those I
feel will understand where I am coming from,
either because they have been there themselves
or because they are extremely empathetic.”

The opening erasure, “Millions of Tender
Skins,” describes the beginning of the writing
process and seeks to understand how that
vulnerability bleeds off the page and into
society:
DOCUMENT
SADNESS
IN
A
COLLECTION OF STORIES
THE OPENING
WORDS
ARE
MILLIONS OF TENDER
SKINS ALONG
PAVEMENT
WHAT WILL BECOME OF
THEM
IN
ONE HUNDRED YEARS

The connection with self, though, is perhaps
the writer’s greatest asset. Isobel explains that
she does this through nature, by fantasizing
about her existence in the natural world—
being in the woods, sitting on a beach, walking
through fields of flowers—and thinking
critically about the current environmental
crisis. By day, Isobel works as a copywriter
and web editor for Rock The Bike, an
Oakland-based company that advocates for
environmental awareness through pedalpowered events and products, and it's a job
that has inevitably forced her to think more
about her own earthly impact.

“Tender skins laid out on pavement is how I
feel when I put myself into something, like I’m
spreading the poem across the ground and
inviting people to walk on it,” says Isobel.
“When we put something of ourselves out into
the world, we risk it being injured, assaulted,
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“I’ve even started scouring the natural sciences
section of my local bookstore and picking up
all these environmental classics that I’d
somehow never read before,” she says. “It’s
funny to me because I spend so much of my
workday and personal time in front of
computers, and my current interactions with

nature are almost entirely imaginary.”

monogamous relationships. “Getting to know
myself has always been entangled with the
process of getting to know someone else. So I
am always asking myself, ‘Who am I without
you?’ and ‘If we were to part, what pieces of
me would I take and what would stay with
you?’”

Wild Materials uses these natural images—
branches, roots, caves, flowers, bones, birds,
and more—as vehicles to drive themes like
freedom, identity, change, and heartache.
Isobel tells me she didn’t have a clear direction
in terms of theme when she began creating her
book, but that she did know she wanted the
final product to be a reflection of her
emotional state throughout the past year.

To examine the meaning and consequences of
love, we can look to the poem “Everybody’s
Been Loved,” which illustrates what happens
when you open up, put your heart on display,
and expose it to the elements:

“I approached the project as if it were a magic
spell to bring transformation to my life,” she
says. “And when I think of magic spells, I
think of gathering materials from the
wilderness and harnessing their properties to
bring about a desired transformation.”

EVERYBODY’S BEEN LOVED
It’s a pretty normal thing to see trucks
loaded
down with hearts on the highway. Little
flying
solar panels. As soon as light hits them, they
want to be active. “Everybody’s been loved,”
said Sgt. Lewis. “This is a first.” Wetting
them
was a sad but necessary choice. Wet hearts
don’t last very long. Clumps of heart
carcasses
litter the roadway. Hearts rarely love people,
said Lewis, unless you disturb them. If a
heart
loves, it will die.

Wild Materials is a mess, yet solid. It’s linear at
times, but also paints a circle of what was
around the futuristic haze of what can be. It’s
sad happy.
“In my head, everything—people and plants
and the stars and moon—all of it is
interchangeable,” Isobel continues. “One of
my erasures reads ‘I hear you fall from the
record and great scars blossom,’ and to me that
is one way of looking at death, not only literal
death but the death of love or of a friendship.
Every death leaves behind some type of scar,
and those scars are nourished by pain and
longing.”

“I like the idea that a heart will only love
someone if it is disturbed by them. I don’t
mean disturbed in the sense of being disgusted
or deranged, but in the sense that you have
been affected or moved by another person in
some way,” Isobel explains. “And I think that
when we fall in love with someone, a part of us
does die. A part of who we were before we
met them. And especially if the love doesn’t
last, there is a lot of death that occurs then. To
be open to love means being open to death.”

As writers and general creative folk, I’m
betting all of us can relate to the pain and
longing Isobel describes—and I’m going to
postulate that all of us use it as, at minimum,
subconscious inspiration for our work—but
Wild Materials explores a unique aspect of this
universal feeling.
“I’m interested in the ways in which people
live their lives to please others rather than to
please themselves, and when this is healthy vs.
unhealthy,” Isobel says, noting that she has
spent much of her adult life in long-term

“My Body Is A Haunted House” reminds us
of what remains even after we heal—from a
scar, a tragedy, a death, a violation:
MY BODY IS A HAUNTED HOUSE
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in need of a smudging
you touched me here
your breath was warm on me here
smoke curls into the holes of me
and every fingerprint you left
is burnt more deeply in
“I’m interested in the ways in which people,
particularly lovers, haunt one another long
after they’ve gone their separate ways. How
can you tell if you are really you or if you are
nothing but a bunch of ghosts all swirling
together inside one body?” Isobel asks. “A
friend recently told me that not enough people
approach relationships as an opportunity for
growth with another person. Most of us are
focused on finding ‘the one’ and hoping for a
happily-ever-after ending. But the reality is
that most relationships don’t last and the best
we can hope for is that they lead us to better
versions of ourselves, and that they don’t cause
irreparable harm in the process.”
While those are some insightful and practical
words to consider, living those words in the
context of our everyday lives isn’t always easy:
hence the pain and longing that inspires not
only great texts, but also other forms of
expression, creativity, and art. And those of us
who write and read poetry know there are
certain therapeutic qualities to arranging
words on a page.
Says Isobel on the definition of poetry: “I
think that we all have different motivations for
doing the things that we do. Some of us write
poetry for healing, for ourselves, for keeping
in a drawer and never sharing. Some of us are
driven by the mad impulse to be part of a
conversation, to legitimize ourselves through
publication, to enact magical transformations
in ourselves and/or in our readers. I think
being aware of what one hopes to gain from
poetry, as well as what one hopes to give back
to poetry, is more important than knowing
exactly what it is.”
Yep.

But wait, there’s more! As aforementioned,
Wild Materials has officially sold out, but be
sure to follow Zoo Cake Press on Facebook
and check their website (zoocakepress.com) in
the upcoming months: The chapbook will be
available for purchase in a print-on-demand
basis in 2016. Can't wait that long? Isobel is
putting together an exclusive video reading to
post to her Facebook—so keep an eye out for
that!
And now, I will leave you with a few of our
favorite writing exercises. These all employ
certain limitations on the writer, which Isobel
and I agree can have profound effects on the
final product.
“I think working within such restraints can
prompt the creation of something that is lying
dormant within you, and which will be
strangely more honest than if you’re sitting at
a page waiting for inspiration or trying to put
forth a particular message or idea,” says Isobel.
So wipe the dust off an old book, open to page
52, and create an erasure. Or, use a formula to
find words: all those that begin and end
paragraphs, the words at the edge of the right
page, the second word in each line of the first
two paragraphs. If you want, use a prop: a
ruler to mark off an inch-wide column of text,
for example. Watch your favorite TV show and
write down as much of the dialogue as you
can.
Isobel describes a recent project in which,
while reading a book with strikingly beautiful
language, she took notes on the words and
phrases that most moved her, then created a
short poem after finishing the book and
reviewing her notes. (The book? Anne
Carson’s The Beauty of the Husband.) So, as
you unearth hidden phrases and discover new
truths in your own writing endeavor, view the
project as Isobel viewed that one: as not only a
collaboration, but as “the love child of myself
and the original work.”•
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Prayer to Magazine
by matt ftacek

I keep thinking about riding boots.
I think I’d like to have bird thighs,
hair like long honey, I’d like
to have nuclear arms. Please
deform me, please unmold me.
Let a fire take my back fat,
let my spine be shoot straight
and root strong, a spine like rebar.
I’m all grain and soft milk,
all shame and round shoulder.
I wish I had better tragedies.
I wish I looked better in black.
I think my teeth are broken
flagstones, my eyes are pond scum.
I talk about myself too much.
I only complain
when the earth is spinning.

Self Portrait as Definition of
Entropy
by william james

How often I have stared in awe of my body—its perfect
machinations, the liquid grace propelling muscle & bone,
such efficient conversion of air to fuel. I have seen torn skin
repair itself sewing flesh back upon flesh to reverse the gentle
clumsiness of youth's exploration, the sharpness of blade
& its accidental kiss. I have witnessed the restoration of fatigued
limbs as effortless as tongues of flame devouring cheap paper,
felt cracked & shattered bones fuse into perfect strength.
From birth, all constructs dissolve; order begets disorder,
& even temples fall apart. A restless, thinning ghost greets me
at the mirror. Tiny storms devour my nights. In place of sleep,
I am waiting to perfection to degrade.

Fatty Wants to Dance (1, 2, 3) by andrea cole
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Dead Names by evelyn deshane

"Audrey, will you help—"
"Don't call me that," he said. "My name is Aiden now."
His mother sighed, forlorn. "Yes, I know. I slipped, but I still need your help
taking out the garbage. You can do that, right?"
Aiden moved away from the computer after saving his game. Outside, he
helped his mother do more than just take out the garbage. Like usual, she hid several
tasks in one name. They sorted recycling and cleaned out the car before she asked
him to sweep the garage.
"Au—"
"Aiden," he corrected, broom in his hand. His bangs fell over his eyes, hiding
the redness that wasn't just from dust.
"I know, I'm sorry. But you know what I mean, right? I get it, I understand,
it's just...hard."
"Do you know what it's called?" Aiden asked. "When you repeatedly use
my old name?"
When she was silent, he answered, "Dead-naming."
"Okay, and...?"
He turned towards the broom and continued to sweep. He wanted to tell her
that hearing Audrey, Audrey, Audrey made him feel like a ghost. Like a twin sister
he had killed, and was now cleaning up after her without reward.
Instead, he said, "Nothing. I just like that it had a name."
"Well, thank you for your help today."
The next week, she called out for him again. "Audrey, can you help take out
the garbage?"
"Sure. And Mom?"
She gave him the strained looked he was getting used to seeing.
"Don't call me for garbage when you really want me to clean the garage. Just
tell me what you want, so I know how long to pause my game for."
"Oh, okay. Then will you help me clean the garage?"
"Sure."
Aiden cleaned all afternoon. He never heard his dead-name again.•
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Silence is Kinder
by zooey mckinney

"Maybe it is best to let him

My father is 144 lbs. Chemotherapy and advanced
pass quietly, grumbling about
non-Hodgkin lymphoma have withered his work-scarred
hands and caused the loss of what little hair he had left. He sits this world, believing that he is
alone except for the company of a fall-down drunk, refusing
simply one more neglected
his pain medication and complaining about his children. The
phone rarely rings.
elder forg ten by ungrate l
I learned this third-hand information from my halfchildren."
sister, a woman I have only met once in my adult life and only
sparingly as a child. She lives almost 3,000 miles away, but it's only seven miles from where my
father lies uncomfortably in a bed of his own making. She too cannot bring herself to call or visit.
He lives with her mother, his ex-wife. She begins her morning with a 5 a.m. vodka and doesn’t stop
until she hurts herself. It is she who tells my sister, liquor still on her breath, that our father still
tells anyone who’ll listen, diminished as that crowd now is, that not one of his kids "is or will ever
be anything more than shit" in his sadly myopic eyes.
Until the moment I heard this, I had debated bridging a gap of silence that spanned three
years in order to offer an olive branch despite fifteen years of neglect and pain. Until that moment,
I thought it would be kind to at least extend a comforting word to a man who's most likely staring
down the barrel of a death sentence with only regrets for solace.
When something like this happens, people want to help, especially those who’ve lost their
own fathers to time and disease. They encourage you to at least consider a phone call; they tout the
finality of death. People like this don’t understand that someone can be living and still as lost to
you as if they were in the ground.
“You may not get another chance,” they remind you, as if you’re still a child.
Honestly, though, what would I say?
I’ve lost a lot of sleep to that question. Several nights I’ve found myself smoking cigarettes
on my balcony, watching tendrils of gray smoke disappear into the darkness until the day begins.
What kind of person can let their father waste away, rotting from cancer and chemicals,
alone? Then again, what kind of man holds his daughter’s hand over a stove?
My brother has struggled his entire life because of the damage my father’s absence and
sporadic abuse caused. My sister and I both suffer from anxiety disorders of one form or another
because of his version of love. At fourteen, filled with terror and adrenaline, I threatened to cut him
with a kitchen knife in hopes he would stop banging my mother’s head into our front door. I will
never forget the feeling of the black, hard plastic handle in my shaking hand. His eyes were as dark
as that handle as he dared me to do it.
These are the children whom he tells nurses have never done anything for him, despite the
fact that he took them to Disney World and coached Little League. There is no one to defend our
reputations or explain our side. To do so would mean sitting in a room that smells like death as a
man spits venom into old wounds. His own hatred poisoned him long before cyclophosphamide
and etoposide ever had a chance.
“My kids are worthless. None of them appreciated me. See how they don’t call?” My sister
tells me he says.
And in that moment, I know what I would say. I would tell him that his son, although in
prison for his own personal struggle with drugs and alcohol, can sketch as well as any professional
cartoonist. Had he not discouraged the boy, disappointed he’d not sired a future baseball star, or
belittled him for his interests, my brother might not be afraid to show his art. He may not be in jail.
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I would tell him I have never met anyone as intelligent or as self-educated as this boy. A boy
who flunked out of college rather than admit that he suffers from the same dyslexia that prevented
my father from ever learning how to read past a second grade level. My brother, whose list of
professional accomplishments include drug dealer and Waffle House cook, can discuss philosophy
and theory, citing names and quotations I rarely encountered while working on my degree. This
gentle boy who inherited his father’s stubbornness once woke me up at 3 a.m. when he was fourteen
because he was dying to discuss the fact that Galileo wasn’t pardoned by the Catholic Church until
1994. He was smart and excited to learn. A child like that should’ve been encouraged.
My father knows none of this. He only knows that he disapproves of my brother’s interracial
marriage and his prison record, despite having one of his own. He does not know that one of the
first crimes my brother ever committed was to steal an outfit for a school dance rather than ask our
long-suffering single mother for money. He was trying to be “a man” when no one was willing to
teach him what that meant.
My father didn’t “believe” in child support.
I would tell him that it took letting not one, but two separate men put their hands on me, on
multiple occasions, before I understood I deserved more than splintered dreams and broken
promises. These were pains I could’ve avoided had he ever once told me I was anything other than a
whore. The day I told him that a family member had been molesting me for years, he said that he
loved me, but that no man would ever want me for anything other than sex. I held the phone and
cried on the cold linoleum of our kitchen floor for over an hour after that conversation. I had yet to
experience my first kiss, yet I had already had the rights to my own body violated. Sadly, he'd
violated my heart long before then.
I would tell him that no girl deserves that treatment and no father who says such things
deserves a daughter. God gave him two and he wasted both of them, but that doesn’t mean either of
us is a waste, no matter what he thinks.
My sister has suffered the longest because of him. Even so, she is still caring and kind. She has
gone out of her way to reach out to me despite the fact that he deprived us of the chance of growing
up knowing each other. I would tell him that there isn’t a goddamned thing she owes him. He
already took so much from us, why should we give anymore? I would remind him of the countless
nights he called her and claimed to have a gun and a plan to kill my mother. She warned my mother
and possibly even saved our lives. How much more of a big sister could I ask for?
Most likely, my words would only anger him. It is always easier to lash out and become
defensive rather than listen and take a long hard look at yourself in the mirror. On the off chance I
somehow managed to get through to him, I would be forcing a dying man to admit he had wasted
his life at a time when he has precious little of it left.
I realize the only kindness I have left for him is to not say those words; to not add to his
suffering by unburdening my own soul. Maybe it is best to let him pass quietly, grumbling about this
world, believing that he is simply one more neglected elder forgotten by ungrateful children. Let him
avoid facing the fact that it was he who decided to abandon us and not the other way around. He left
all of us standing in dirt driveways, the dust from his tires stinging our eyes and dirtying tear-stained
faces, wondering if he would ever come back. It just happened in different driveways.
This is a kindness he’ll never know I gave him, but it’s all I have left.
I wonder why he refuses the medication. Does he want to remain clearheaded and alert in
case one of us finally visits? I know it would be a kindness to call him and let him know that no one’s
coming; I just can’t bring myself to do it. I waited for him too many years without the same
courtesy. In some ways I’m still waiting, but at least I know the end is near.•
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Miller*
by ezra coote

While she discoursed about the miserable failure of our lives her feet were dancing and her eyes
were getting brighter and brighter, her eyes glowed like coals, like the eyes of a Bedouin
woman. She is a bright sage, a dancing seer, who with the sweep of a brush removes the ugly
scaffold to which the body of woman is chained. She is on top of the world with no roof and
not even a crack or a hole under her feet to fall through and say it’s a lie. She is the
personification of the whole human race shaking hands with a thousand human hands, cackling
with a thousand different human tongues cursing, applauding, whistling, crooning,
soliloquizing, orating, gesticulating, urinating, fecundating, wheedling, cajoling, whimpering,
bartering, pimping, caterwauling and so on and so forth. She it is, if any woman today
possesses the gift, who knows where to dissolve the human figure, the whole negative impulse
of humanity coiling up into a monstrous inert mass to create the human integer, the figure one,
one and indivisible, who has the courage to sacrifice an harmonious line in order to detect the
rhythm and murmur of the blood behind the chaos, the mockery of life. With her snake-like
tongue which struck like lightning, with fingers moving nervously as though wandering over
an imaginary spinet—all this flurry and din, all these kaleidoscopic prestidigitations of hers
were only a sort of obeah which she employed, but to break the spell required a power equal to
her own.•
*Taken from the Henry Miller novels Tropic of Cancer, Tropic of Capricorn, Black Spring, and Colossus of Maroussi.

Bad Monkey
by thaddeus rutkowski

The monkey was friendly. He was small, and she could hold him up to her face,

where he would touch her hair and cheeks with his hands. He was a smart animal and
liked to imitate humans. One time, he saw people lighting matches, so he decided to
light matches himself. He held the book of matches in one hand, pinched off a stick
with the other, and struck the head against the sandpaper strip. When the match

flared up, the monkey didn’t light a candle or the stove, or even a cigarette. He just

decided to burn the house down. Well, maybe he didn’t “decide” to do that, but he
didn’t know what else to do. He tossed the match, which landed on some curtains,
and the whole place went up in flames. Or that’s what would have happened if his

owner hadn’t snatched the matches from his hand and cuffed him across the head, not
because she didn’t love him, but because she wanted to save her home from
destruction.•
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Closer Than Ever Believed by ace boggess
I read today that scientists see Earth-like planets
with their dwarf suns & the possibility of life

sweet life petty life precious desirous unexplainable life
with or without meaning which is what I’m mulling over
when my eyes break past foggy prose to the obituary
for Lux Interior lead singer for The Cramps
who I saw twenty years ago in Columbus at Newport Music Hall
with a girl so drunk the floor became her mobile home
he appeared almost alien wearing black vinyl body suit
his stretched form a shadow racing from the light
gothic make-up hair teased to spikes long fingers
his country-punk voice bopping with lust so cold so
unforgiving when recalling how life arose
in acids & proteins seeding barren rock
new life may be out there learning to dance as we speak
with other Earths nearer & with them answers &
more questions & they will come still closer
as the past chars in the heat of other suns

Venus by charlie baylis

A slash of light on a yellow umbrella
the light tastes like lemon, she says
though she knows more of shade
and shadow, blue rubies on suede
strings in fingers, smoke in strawberries
the star in which the world was born
swings from her neck, amber forms
spiral in the universe, I stumble on words
she sang sweetly in my dreams: mother
they are trying to cut my heart open with butterflies
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A Tale of Two Cities by tobin karicher

The Harvest
by allie marini

rising high into the starlit skies to delight
Niord and Freyja. This season has been one
of stones, unyielding and inedible, good only
to crack your teeth on until your mouth runs
wild in a river of blood. The village comes
together around each house’s steaming
cauldron to sup with the elves and the gods,
those that bless the groves and the wells, who
live in our fences and cairns. It is to them that
we raise our glasses, asking for their holy
blessings on our fields and for our livestock,
that the coming harvests may be bountiful
and more merciful than the ones that have
passed us these many months past.
The men of the village have set the
common table with three goblets and a bowl,
each to fill before we partake in the shared
meal. The first mead that we pour is to Odin’s
goblet, for victory and power to our king.
Next, we pour to Niord and Freyja, til árs ok
friðar, for a good year and frith, the blessings

These nine years have been the
bleakest stretch of moons any of the
mothers of Aaby can remember; it is a
cruel thing indeed that the bellies of our
children have always known hunger.

This season will change that, I am certain that
the kindnesses of the nisse are soon to grace
our crops. I have heard it said that they call
this month Novembris in Latin. Our
forefathers, who speak no Latin tongue, have
named this haust blót, because of the time, not
so very long ago, when we were heathens and
offered sacrifices of our cattle as a show of
devotion to the gods, asking them for blessings
during the harvest and winters without the
bitter taste of ash. We celebrate at the
homestead, with the mothers of each house
leading in the festivities. The night is sacred;
you can smell it on the smoke of our fires,
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of many sons and peace between the people of
the land and the powers that control its gifts.
The bowl we fill with the steaming barley and
mutton from the village’s most blessed
cauldron, the stead whose livestock and fields
have been blessed with abundance in a season
of stone. The nisse who is the guardian of our
keep has seen fit to share the meat and grain
with us; it is only right that we share with him
what we have made from it. The second time
we fill our goblets, they are raised in
remembrance to the departed. Next season,
during the haust blót, when they raise this
goblet, my brother Per will say, Jørgen, and
my spirit will emerge from the god-tree on the
edge of the forest of rice and sit atop his
shoulder while he drains the mead from his
cup.
There are nine villages on this expanse
of the Cimbri land. It has been nine years of
hardship for us, full of bowls of stone soup
and children who are thin as the lashes of a
branch on the trees. We have grown
accustomed to the bitter taste of weeds and the
scaly bracts of chaff on our tongues, causing
our wives to lose the pleasantries of their
bodies and our children to grow as small as
elves and whipthin as the wraiths. For us, it is a
boon that the ninth year of this cycle is coming
to a close, and our villages have been busy in
preparation for the new cycle beginning on
tomorrow’s dawn. Each village has converged
to Aaby, bringing with them their homestead’s
swiftest horses, most loyal dogs, weightiest
cattle, fattest hens and the kinfolk of the most
prosperous houses. On the dawn, we will light
nine fires to Þórr and ask that by the strength
of the oak our farms and cattle be healed in
thunder and hallowed by the grace of his
protection. Tonight, we fill our bowls and feast
in honor of the dawn, a rarity to have full
bowls of plenty in a time where we lay down
to bed and do without. My farm has been
graced with plenty. It was from my fields that
the barley came, and from Per’s livestock that
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our villagers have eaten of the meat they had
almost forgotten the taste of. Last night I
allowed my children to stay up longer than my
wife would have wished. When finally she
tucked them into their beds, she took my hand
and led me out under the stars, laying a plain
woolen blanket, woven by her own hand, on
the earth beneath her feet. She shed her dress
and embraced me with gooseflesh puckering
her breasts into hard pebbles. She cast only a
few tears on my face. They were salty as the
sea, but warm as the heart that beats beneath
her skin.
When my cup and bowl are empty and
my belly is finally full, it is time to retire to the
tents. With the sun comes the ninth day of the
blót. This night, I retire with the spirit of Þórr
in my veins. He comes into me riding the
waves of mead that turn my head in a wave of
gold. He comes charging forth from the stew
that filled my bowl, fueling the seed of my
loins to share with she who has been chosen as
my Sif. Drawing aside the flaps of the tent, I
find her waiting for me on the pallet, a delight
to mine eye. She has been chosen for the
richness of her father’s lands and for her hair, a
gold as lush and overflowing as a field of
wheat. She wears nothing but a crown of
rowan on the hair that ripples over her
shoulders, freshly freed from the plaits she is
sure to have worn before nightfall. She is
brave, but the tremble of her lips tells me that
she holds fear in her heart as well. It is a
difficult task to be entrusted with, to be the Sif
for her village, to give herself over to the
mercy of the gods so that her brothers and
sisters may grow strong and upright as the
oaks of Þórr. Her purity causes her to be shy,
crossing her arms over her breasts, small and
taught as young apples. Her sex has only the
slightest coppery gold cover of down. When I
touch it, I find it softer and finer than the hair
of her head. Outside the tent, our nine villages
celebrate while the stars tremble and the moon
draws a lazy arc through the sky, drawing the

sun back over the horizon. To ensure that our
fields are fertile, it is up to us to take on the
spirits of Þórr and Sif this night, to couple and
lay seeds for the season with the blood of her
chastity. I am tender in my touch, for as her
husband this night only, it is my honor to
make her a woman. She accepts my embrace
and does not cry out when I break her
maidenhead, wrapping her legs around my
hips as her elder sisters have taught her to do. I
teach her how to receive pleasure, showing her
the secrets I have learned from my wife. There
is no need for us to succumb to sleep, not
tonight.
The first rays of sunlight seep through
the flap of our tent and set her wheat-colored
hair to the colors of smelted metal, precious
and divine. It is time. We are called to rise. We
are to leave behind the things that make us
human beings of flesh and blood. I do not turn
to look my last on the timber house where I
have bedded with the wife of my yesterdays,
where I brought up children. I do not look to
the work yard where I fashioned tools to grow
crops and look after cattle, or to the wife who
made my clothes and cooked my meals. Those
things are of no consequence today or
evermore, not for me. We are bound for the
sacred grove of worship and praise, hallowed
by the auguries of our fathers. The fire is an act
of piety. The old custom dictates that it is lit
with nine kinds of wood: oak, beech, maple,
birch, pine, fir, spruce, dogwood, hemlock.
The licks of smoke lash salt and soot into the
air. It is time to sacrifice, for the better of our
villages, our families, and the coming harvests.
The surrender of our blood will feed the crops.
We offer the best parts of ourselves to the
spirits, with what remains to be consumed by
men, so that the coming cycle of nine years
may thrive with strong cattle, fat hens, many
sons and full fields. Once we have been blessed
by the fire, Sif and I follow the clerics to the
bog. We must watch where our feet fall, there
are holes dug for peat and bog iron here. We
wear only plain wool cloaks. There is no need

for modesty or clothes with the spirits. We are
the last. There are seven other bodies already
hung from the trees, like blessed fruits on the
boughs, six couplings of Þórr and Sif, and one
small daughter of the villages, to be our Þrúðr,
and give strength to those we leave behind on
this day. On the next tree, there are seven
horses, seven cattle, and below them, seven
hens and dogs. Sif drinks from the goblet first.
She goes to her knees gently, as she has been
instructed, though the fear of pain shines in
her eyes. The cleric pulls her head back and
opens her throat from one ear to the other in a
clean stroke. She dims quickly as her blood
fills the basin beneath. They wrap a rope of
sprang around the wound and hoist her into
the sacred tree. I am the last. I welcome the
blade at my throat. When the blót is complete,
the spirits will see our devotion, sending
strength and bounty to our people. Our blood
will be sprinkled on the folk of our nine
villages, and we that have been chosen will
hang from the sacred tree. Rashers of our flesh
will be taken for the communal pots tonight.
Our kinsmen will eat of our spirits, lifting
their cups on the words til árs ok friðar, so that
when winter’s fingers close around their
homesteads, they may sleep contented in
protection from the gods for what we have
offered. Tomorrow, on the dawn, the greatest
parts of our bodies will be taken from the trees
and swallowed into the bogs. Our empty
husks, vessels that only held flesh and blood,
will be returned to the earth from which we
rose up thousands of years before. Our skins,
who lived in houses of timber, who harvested
crops and dug iron from the bogs to forge into
tools, who wove cloth at looms and boiled
roots and barley into stews, who embraced our
wives and husbands to bear forth sons and
daughters, will twist as they slip beneath the
marsh waters of the bog. Tannins alone will
bear witness to what the gods have received on
this day. Through nature to eternity, we alone
ensure a good year, and peace in the villages.•
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Two Poems by devanshi khetarpal
Azhan

the azhan shuffles its lilts
as rain kneeling on my home,
bleaching its walls to water
the azhan fists me into its body
without which home is
to be nothing
to be fainter than the shadows of sliced
needles resting like corrugated
music outside my door
waiting on the street
taking the shape of breath
taking the shape of god.

This Street

in the blind spot of distance
where flesh resembles light in the underpass
crouched as scissors, the children
said this street looks like grandpa’s
face at twenty
his moon-skin cratered between
shadows all his veins
buzzing through his skin
to recline at the sip of a word
and all his skin crossing the street
thinly.
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Whiskey and Tea by w. jack savage
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Tongues Like Flowers or [I Love Everything You Are, Even in
the Light, Even in the Dark]
by charles l crowley IV

We’re walking down past the liquor store, trudging to the party on Mariposa Street, where I
know the end of this story will eventually take place. My heart flutters in its cage. I don’t know that
I want to be here. Everything goes so fast, and I’ve lost so much time to thinking.
The sky floods with pink dreamy clouds and I am looking up, arms harboring plastic bags full
of booze. I am cold, and not because of the drinks. We walk the seven blocks to that house where
everything is happening, that common convergence point brimming with life, and I can’t feel my
face anymore. Count backwards from seven, six, five…
Walking through the open front door, I feel as though I’m shrinking in place, like the walls
and people are swelling with heat, and I am compressing. Local legends Ari Domo Doom Patrol are
playing in the living room. Their light-hearted post-punk serenade wakes me up a bit, fights some of
the frost from my eyes. Where’s the bathroom, I wonder. I think I want to be alone for a second. I
put the drinks on the counter, take a beer and put it in the back of the fridge for later.
Someone grabs me around the shoulders, presses their chest into my back. I tell them I’ll be
back, that I’m going to the bathroom. They say they’ll come with me.
I look in the mirror and I only see a blur. I exist as a smudge on a painting, a place the
painter’s hands fell loose; where, perhaps, they collapsed from a heart failure and drug their hand and
brush across the canvas as they fell. I feel frostbitten, horrid. I feel unzipped like a bag rummaged
through and left undone, strewn about. They wrap arms around my waist, put their lips to my ear
and kiss me—hands now lifting the edges of my shirt. I turn around and their lips are on mine. I
push away and they ask me why. I don’t have a real reason, I just don’t want to. They pull me tighter
and tighter and ask me why and why and why and I can’t give them an answer. Count forward from
fourteen, sixteen, eighteen…
So I shrink and disappear, like I’ve always been anyways, but now I use this weakness as an
escape. I slink down the stairs into the bodies moving back and forth. Ari Domo Doom Patrol cranks
out the noise, and they settle in my head when they sing. Alone, I feel them whispering I love you
across the folds of my brain. I’m colder, colder still. Can no one see this fog I’m breathing?
In the backyard, people are stripping and jumping in the pool. It’s the last day of summer, but
it will be hot still for a while longer. The pink sky is long gone, replaced by dark, dark, and dark
again. Is it possible that I just don’t want to be here? That I never wanted to be here? My friend
hands me a shot glass with peach schnapps and they count down enthusiastically before then we take
it down together, grimacing and staring at one another afterwards. They drift off into a puddle of
people. Goodbye I try to say, but I don’t hear myself.
“You just need to stop listening to such sad music,” another someone says to me. And I
realize suddenly that I’ve been having a conversation. How do I always drift so far away from
myself? “That’s how you snap out of it, you know, that kind of funk. That’s what I did. What do you
think triggered it?”
I see that someone from before and my lips quickly turn blue, like they're freezing, going to
fall off before I can bring them together again. They go up to my friend and I see them running
hands together and over another. Count down from three, two, one…it’s time—we have to
disengage.
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I am swimming in a void looking for the warmth that has escaped me. When will it be winter
again? When will the world turn to match me in Celsius, Kelvin, and Fahrenheit? When will I be the
norm by which all other temperatures are measured? Why am I always the adjuster, moving to lonely
windows, trying to garner heat like a plant whose leaves are shriveling, bye-the-bye, gone and gone
again?
Sadness is a weight. Like a body pressing down on me, gravity increased, by existence
doubled over. Depression is waking up scooped out, empty, wondering what part of me has been
taken away. And eventually something comes to fill that slump inside me. Be it me again, rage, or
some other force of the natural or unnatural world.
The guitar kicks up with a fuzz, chorus, and then delay. We shouldn’t let the bands
experiment in our ears like this. I see, descending the staircase, myself but warmer. And I wonder
where I’ve been for so long. My face is clear amidst the chaos that is moving bodies and voices in this
house. The walls seem to be breathing heavy on me. I move through the crowd, snipping tongues
like flowers from the peoples’ mouths. At my feet, I lay this bouquet for myself. Then I press my
warm hands to my terribly cold body, and I press and press and fold my limbs and bones upon
myself. You have to fill yourself; no one else will do it for you. I crumple my freezing, winter skin to a
paper ball. And those warm hands mold me, burn me, tear disparate pieces of me away from myself
—compress me to an impossible size, my mass consistent and yet imperceptible. I, a dying star,
molding myself, say, These empty spaces, are yours. You are everything you are and everything you’re
not. This is me becoming a black hole. Ari Domo Doom Patrol plays on, and they are screeching
loud over cracked crash cymbals, over a bottle falling and breaking in the kitchen, over the police
arriving to enforce the inevitable noise curfew, over summer becoming fall before it becomes winter,
spring, and then summer again.•
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Clouds by adam tedesco

after Diane Di Prima

dream the dawn
do you: your newspaper morning
fly them through the choking park
shine the word and leave
the bears standing bright, bewildered
under today’s high: an astral outlet
my eyes receive transmission aboard the
dream
they like to hide behind time
get me the words in the fields
around the tower wilding American
cross electrical climb
the bears dream of answering telephones
light going up spreading stir
starry America of the pastel desert
the fantasy of power ablaze
power crusted, blowing
coming soon
choking on the velvet horizon
a dust we can reach
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Divorcing the Astronaut
Where is the personal space you promised
you claim the whole sky as your settlement
but if the earth is mine I’ll dig down and make
lava statues of your indiscretions, those evenings
you brought your work home and expected to find
the stars inside my body. A sad day for aviation
when you ripped up my diary and left the pages
on the bed. Such radiating exposure is dangerous.
I’ll watch the sky for your rockets. Won’t clap,
the friction between us is explosion enough
so throw my wedding ring on the gantry
and bring back the base element, enflamed.

Two Poems
by
annabel
banks

Icarus Fucks Up
I’d been listening
as he made his plans
but part of the scheme
was to hold me down
on the kitchen floor
the stone cold on my back
told me not to struggle
or scratch, or it would hurt
more as he plucked, puffing
my father is your king.
I helped him wax the master
frame. Painted it on thin.

The White Feather by cynthia staples
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Disarm

I have saved all my hunger
for a catalyst like this: tall man
in a building I walk by daily.
I have always loved
a building with a name.
•
If a life is so many sadnesses
I have tried to be mostly myth.

Love/Die by sarah lazaretti

You have seen this. I will not
couch my words
for only flat returns.
•

Unstudied

There has been no force in this
small way to still leave me

I have tried to not use words
like witness but to say I have seen

sad. Mostly I repeat myself.
Mostly I repeat:

is not the same and not enough. Yes,
I have borne both witness and bad

it has been all my work to disarm.

things. I have been on all sides of love.
Fearful intervention, I can claim this thing

Two
Poems

my own (don't call it trauma, don't tell me
it's too late). Some summers leave me
aching and all kinds of undone, this
too hot, coded kind of force; this dis-

by
courtney
gustafson

order a vain kind of shame.
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on every line i write the letter i, part 1
by wren james

the family room is coraled with brown and orange feathered carpet, swaying like sea anemones in the
current of three kids, two dogs, a cat, a mom, and a dad. it is a big deal when we get the big

panasonic tv for the family room. the tv has buttons to change the channel. the tv with the dial goes

to my parents’ bedroom. there’s no remote for the panasonic. you have to sit right in front to change
the channel. i like to change the channel. i like sitting close. closer than my brother.
“god damn it, randy, get out of the way. i can’t see anything.”
“it’s a commercial. relax.”

“seriously, get out of the way, you idiot.”

i start to change the channel. the up button is already getting worn down on our new tv. for
whatever reason, my family never channel scrolls down. my brother is getting more upset.
“go back.” i keep going up.

“go back, butthole. i want to watch that.” i keep scrolling.

the fingers of my right hand are held against the side of the tv like i’m holding a chord on a piano.
my fingers tent so that my thumb can push the up button.

my brother is sitting behind me on the couch. he is sitting next to my mother’s coupons and the

scissors for the coupon cutting. the big panasonic tv has put a dent in the savings. more couponing is
part of the deal to afford the new tv.

“go back!” my brother picks up the scissors and throws them at me, incising the webbing of my
channel surfing hand.

“oww! what’d you do that for? my hand is bleeding, you dickhead!” as i get up to attend to my

hand, i turn the tv off. if my brother wants to go back and watch the price is right, then he is going to
have to get up off the couch and turn the tv on himself.

later that afternoon when my dad comes home from work, i don’t tell him about the scissors. it’s not
that i don’t want my brother to get in trouble for cutting my hand. it’s that i don’t want to see the
temper if my dad were to find out that my brother threw scissors at the new tv.•
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on every line i write the letter i, part 2
by wren james

i am not miraculous at basketball. i am six and a half feet tall and show up to tryouts. i make the team
because i am six and a half feet tall and show up to tryouts.

in the high school summer leagues, my talentlessness sits heavy on the court like the dense ohio

humidity stampeding through the open gym doors. in the summer leagues, the point guard on my
team tells me i fucking suck because another one of his no-look passes thumps off of my chest.

as i run down the court for defense, i wonder why he even passes to me. on our next possession, i
run back up the court for offense and hope he won’t again.

i move on the court like a rook: up and down, side to side. i castle queenside and end up under our

hoop. i stand with my hands up. it’s less embarrassing for the ball to bounce off of my hands than off
my chest.

under the hoop, bodies seasoned with sweat thicken the air with knees and elbows. some pay

attention to strategy. i pay attention to the feeling of muscles in my body flexing against muscles
flexing in other bodies.

“rebound, randy! get in there, man!” the coach slurps from the sidelines. under the hoop, i am busy
contacting limbs, twisting around like soggy letters in a spoonful of alphabet soup.

“randy!” i look up and an opposing elbow clunks down on the crest of my forehead. someone gets a
rebound. i don’t even jump.

running back down the court, my head starts to trickle. i dab my widow’s peak with my fingers. my
hair is wet and matted as if gelled with maple syrup. as i’m trying to figure out what my head is
leaking, my rec specs pool with blood. i slow to a standstill at about half-court.

“randy! defense, randy, get back for defense!” the coach lurches. i look over at him with my blood
goggles.

“jesus, randy! get over here, son, your head is bleeding.”•
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Culture Killer by caseyrenée lopez

Espresso quad, four shot perfection, cuts through the fog; early mornings
require this ritual & evenings welcome the recharge. My senses,
emblazoned, with each erogenous lap, & sensual, smoky umber beans dance
on my taste buds. Every day I slurp, slurp, s l u r p the iced black elixir
through a long green straw—until the watered down muck eventually
evaporates, teasing my tummy, forcing eruptions of caffeinated hysterical
withdrawal fits. Then jitters grab h o l d, h o l d, h o l d. America calls it
coffee, a tasty replacement for overtaxed, dried leaves of English
imperialism. We drink, drank, drunk no more tea until the relationship
eroded & killed gentrified culture. Then, Ethiopia said thanks guys &
laughed, especially when we drink, drank, drunk the slave exported, not
fair-traded, roasted bits of black gold, while obnoxiously expecting fair
priced, delicately bitter enticing taste. On the small scale, I watch your
fingers wrap around a sweaty, 10% post-consumer waste recycled iced
coffee cup, say fuck this is my shit, then tactlessly engage in bullshit
fauxvocative discourse condemning encroachment of native people & other
forms of cultural appropriation. For a silent moment, I glance up & envision
a world without espresso, without evergreen misty mountains covered in
ripe red, white, & green beans nestled in eastern Africa, cradle of life, our
birthplace. My elicited response is forever unhinged, embraced by sunburnt
lips: drink the sin & excavate ancient rites as t h e y g o t h e w a y o f
t h e d i n o s a u r s.

Clubbing by kyle hemmings
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Curtains for Concorde

Frida Kahlo Injects my
San Jose Psyche

by cathryn shea
Concorde 1976 – 2003

by gary singh

Once and for all crushing my hope
for the Space Age,
gone the way of miracle miles
and dogie diners.
Concorde still
mothballed,
its nose tilting no more.
I’ll never experience
the mythical promise
to arrive in New York
before leaving London.
Never an in-flight meal
like the Jetson’s steak capsules.
No stewies in stilettos
trilling to the vibrato of afterburner injections,
de trop thrust.

Hey, Santa Frida, don’t give up.
Don’t leave this town just yet. Color
the subdivisions a better shade of pale.
Convert the beige to aquamarine and
chartreuse. Dye the squares a deeper blue.
Go Godzilla on the SUVs. Paint a selfie
just for the sheep on TV. These lonely
blues, they need some shade on a miserable
day. Tweak your palette, use it all the
way to East San Jose. Ignore your silly
pride, it’s 20 years too late. Mix turpentine
from the empty pools where kids love
to skate. Don’t give up. Loosen your flesh.
Paint it solar. See it drip and start to crawl.
Color me in suburban sprawl where the
dears in my headlights forever roam.
Make me surreal. Take me home.

No canapés served in the cockpit,
the fly-by-wire signal transducer
cheerily steering the way.
A loaded woman told me
I'm all wet. This is not the Concorde
she knew. My plebeian fiction.
Somewhere, dogs howl at a sonic boom.
At some layover
there's a cargo runner

空襲
Kushu
Air Raid

shouting on the tarmac:
It’s lost, fool.
Lost forever.

She had an Ichimatsu doll
of almond painted eyes
that burned as any kindling.

by catori sarmiento

My inter-galactic travel plans
jettisoned, I’m fastened here with you.
Plenty of headroom, reclining seats.
I check our baggage,
serve us fried snacks and bubbly beverages.
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The Worlds by janell zimmerer

Memory’s Purpose by sarah walker

They told my siblings and I that she
died in her sleep. We were much younger, but
even then we knew that was only half of the
truth.
The only thing we knew for certain
about Aunt Katie was the way she looked. A
photo of her hung on my Aunt Mickey and
Uncle Peter’s fridge. It was black and white
and she was wearing a field hockey uniform—
a long plaid skirt and a white shirt. One hand
was waving, the other holding a field hockey
stick. Her teeth were big and straight. Her
smile radiant. Her hair was cut short, tight
around her face, and led everyone to focus on
her prominent Tierney features: a long nose; a
slim face; big beautiful eyes and fair skin.
Her hip jutted out just a little in the

What I ask
There’s a question I’ve been asking
myself for a long time: How can you have
memories about someone you never knew? I
don’t know the answer, but I’m interested in
swimming through the silence to find out.
This silence is what preceded my Aunt
Katie’s death. Everyone still tiptoes around,
making sure they don’t reveal too much. It
makes me wonder if she’s watching and
thinking that everyone is trying to forget her.
But that would never happen.
We all have memories of you, I want to
tell her. I only have one, but it haunts me,
confuses me. It makes me want to know every
inch of you. Yet I let your story stay hidden
and wonder if this memory will do something.
Disappear, speak, or allow more memories to
form.
So I wait and I wait.

"They told my siblings and I that she
died in her sleep. We were much
younger, but even then we knew that
was only half of the truth."

The beginning
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photo and her head was cocked to the side. I
wanted to smile when I looked at it, but didn't.

"It might be because silence brings
curiosity or it’s because of the single
memory I keep that second handedly
involves Katie. I tried pushing it away for a
long time, just to see if I’d stop looking for
more answers, but it always comes back."

Bringing up Katie
I brought her up once when I was in
high school. My sister Kathryn, our mother,
and I sat in my room talking before bed.
Our entire family had blue eyes. No
exceptions. We pondered this and her name
escaped my lips. I brought her back to life
when I shouldn't have.
What about Katie? Did she have blue
eyes?
I remember the feel of my mattress
under me. Soft, warm. Then the feel of my
sister’s stare. Uncomfortable and cold. She was
asking me silently, Why would you bring her
up?
My mother broke out in tears. Then she
nodded and choked out an answer. Yes, she
did.
We were frozen on the bed, staring at
my mother. I wanted to beg: Tell me more.
What happened to her? Why isn’t she here?
Why are you crying like that? Instead, I said
nothing and let my mother talk, but she only
said one other thing that had nothing to do
with our conversation about blue eyes.
Katie was my best friend, she said.
A few years later, my mother and I
were taking a road trip down south. I was
home for the summer from college, sitting in
the front seat, waiting for the drive to get a
little more exciting.
We were passing through North
Carolina and my mother looked out the
window every few minutes as if she was
waiting for something to appear.
Katie used to live in North Carolina,
she finally said.
Really? Where? I asked.
She gripped the steering wheel,
swallowed. Her curly hair was short and full,
sitting right above her shoulders. Quietly,
almost a whisper, some kind of secret that
would only be shared with me, she shrugged

and said, In some trailer. Around this area.
My mother became quiet and stopped
looking out the window. Something had crept
inside her memory and wasn’t willing to speak.
I never pressed for more that day or
any other time either. Yet, I couldn’t let my
aunt’s life or death rest. I was, and still am,
always waiting for someone to bring her up so
I can listen closely to whatever they decide to
reveal.
It might be because silence brings
curiosity or because of the single memory I
keep that second-handedly involves Katie. I've
tried pushing it away, just to see if I’ll stop
looking for more answers, but it always comes
back.
It goes like this: All five of us kids were
at my grandmother’s house in Clarks Summit,
Pennsylvania when we were younger. The
house was huge with a big in-ground
swimming pool out back. We used to go there
at least once a week during the summers. We
could swim, watch MTV in the basement, play
in my mother’s childhood bedroom. The
house was an adventure. But we rarely went
upstairs.
One time, we had gone up. My mother
was with us and was hesitant to have us enter
that first room.
This used to be Katie’s room, my
mother told us. She shared it with Aunt Emilie.
We went in, looked around. The room
was painted yellow and had two twin size beds
with bright white sheets neatly tucked into the
corners. My brother asked which side was
Katie’s and lay on her bed, his stomach
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happened and there's this eerie blame we know
has sunk into him. I don't want to be the one
to uproot that again.
It's a similar reason why I won't ask my
mother. That day in my bedroom, asking
about Katie's eyes still haunts me. I was the
one who made my mother's big blue eyes
explode with those tears. I'm not willing to do
it again.
But perhaps the real reason I won't ask
is because I'm afraid of both answers. If it's
yes, this did in fact happen, I'll never let
Katie's death die; I'll always be searching for
an explanation. If it's no: I will never trust
myself with memories again. I'll forever be an
unreliable narrator.

pressing against the sheets.
It wasn’t that long after we entered that
my brother started calling my mother’s name.
He pointed to the cross of Jesus Christ that
hung on the wall above Katie’s bed. It had this
crimson liquid dripping down the plastic cross.
He was asking what it was. He was asking
what was happening.
It looked like blood, or it was blood.
The light from the summer sun was
beating through the bedroom windows. The
bed sheets looked so much brighter. The
yellow walls blended in with the sunlight.
My mother rushed us out of the room,
but not before we saw that blood again.
Streaming. The light coming through the room
made the red look fuller, bolder.
As expected, this memory unsettles me
beyond belief. And this unsettling feeling, after
all these years, has made me wonder if it even
happened at all or if it is some weird dream my
mind won’t let me forget. Being much older
now, if this really did happen, I think of
possible meanings. Was God trying to tell us
something about Katie? About the past?
Where she was? Or about Him?
Or maybe this was neither a dream nor
reality, but something my subconscious
created because Katie’s life and death was
never truly discussed. My mind was weaving
together this strangeness because it didn't
know any better, because she was on my mind
and my brain wished it knew something no
one else did.
There is a list of reasons why I won't
specifically ask my mother or brother if this
memory is real.
Katie passed away on my brother’s
birthday, and it's something he has a hard time
thinking about. He was young when it

Parts of the story
My mother couldn't help revealing
parts of the untold story as we got older, only
because it served as a warning.
One time we were sitting together in
the living room catching up. We older kids
were home from college, and my younger
sisters were still in high school. Someone
mentioned how kids were getting high off
Tylenol and other pharmacy items and my
mother butted into the conversation.
Never mix those things together with
alcohol.
We stared at her.
Do you think we're stupid?
We wouldn't.
We don't.
Well it's what happened to Katie. She
took too much cough syrup and drank too
much, she said.
Everything whirled inside my head.
Finally, it was there. But chunks of things were
still missing. Was it an accident? What was she
thinking? Who found her? How did my
mother hold it together then with five young
kids demanding attention? How did she
continue on, tight lipped, only releasing those
tears once in front of us?
After that quick conversation, there

"Or maybe this was neither a dream nor
reality, but something my subconscious
made up because Katie’s life and death
was never truly discussed."
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quietly.
My mother wouldn't look at me, but if
she did, I'd imagine she’d look serious and
fierce, willing me to only be the good parts of
her sister.
I asked why I never remembered
meeting her even though I could have guessed
the answer.
She told me we only saw Katie a few
times because she was an alcoholic and visits
became off limits. My mother eventually got
fed up. Years of support and all she got back
were lies and excuses. After months of no
communication, Katie would call, asking about
us, pretending to be better. She wore a mask,
this woman I was like, and everyone thought
they knew what was behind it.
My mother clammed up after offering
this information. Everything became quiet and
I knew to stop asking questions.

"But fear is what stops me every time.
I’m afraid to see them cry, to see them
hurt, to see them remember something
they want to forget. I’m afraid if I tell
them what I remember from Katie’s
bedroom, it will only make their own
memories worse."
were times I felt brave and dug for more when
my mother continued to offer random facts
about her sister. But it only went so far and
then I stopped before my own memories
escaped.
My mother and I were walking
somewhere together and I said something that
made her laugh.
You remind me of Katie, she said.
It was a rare feeling, discovering that I
was like the person I had been trying to figure
out my entire life.
Like Katie? I asked
Yes. You’re funny, but have a serious
side too.
I thought about Katie in that field
hockey uniform smiling. Then of the cough
syrup and the alcohol she drank that night and
how maybe she laid her head softly on the
pillow, thinking it was the end and that she
was ready. Then I thought of that cross. The
blood. The bright sunrays lighting up the
room. It was telling us something, but I wasn’t
sure what.
But Katie had head issues, my mother
said.
I waited in the heavy silence for her to
continue and she did.
There was a car accident when she was
in high school. She was in the car, but her
friend died.
Inside my chest, my heart shriveled into
a small lump, unable to feel anything but
sadness.
That really messed her up, she said

Opportunities
I had the opportunity to discover some
of the things I wished to know from someone
other than my mother.
I was in the Honor’s English program
my junior year of college and was
brainstorming ideas for the creative nonfiction piece I had to write the next year. I told
myself what I needed to be as a writer. Brave.
Creative. Persistent.
During Thanksgiving dinner, I pulled
my Uncle Peter aside. I told him I wanted to
write about Katie but didn’t want to bring it
up with my mom.
My uncle pressed his lips together and
looked away from me. There was a table in our
dining room littered with framed photographs
of our family. He seemed to be looking at
them, wondering how we all got to be the way
we were. Healthy and alive: what Katie wasn’t.
His words were almost exactly like my
mother’s. She was my best bud, he said.
I nodded and waited as he continued
thinking, not looking at those photos
anymore, but straight ahead at the dining room
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table.

see them remember something they want to
forget. I’m afraid if I tell them what I
remember from Katie’s bedroom, it will only
make their own memories worse.
Yet I’m afraid of what will happen if I
don’t ask. If I don’t break the silence, I will be
like my family in that mute, shameful way
forever. When really, there are thousands of
things we can do with our memories instead.
We can write them down, keep a record
forever. We can read them later in life and
wonder how they got there.
We can pray, asking God what they are,
and then wish them away. Because no one
wants to remember something so unpleasant.
We can sleep with them at night, bring
them back to life, soothing them and keeping
them secrets still. We can always wonder as we
nurture them, but never explore what they are.
Or we can face them. Stare them in the
eyes. Put our fingers through their fuzzy
edges, smile, and ask out loud: What are you?•

I have her journals.
You do?
They don't make sense.
Maybe I could look at them. Maybe
there's something there. A story.
He shook his head. They don't make
sense.
Then he told me he was happy to talk
to me about Katie. But his throat was closing
up, he was looking away from me, showing
how uncomfortable he was just saying her
name.
It was no use. Interviewing him would
be like walking across a pond that looked
frozen, but the ice just a thin sheet of paper.
With every step, I’d pray I wouldn’t fall
through and be swallowed by the bitter
sadness that the cold brought. He, I realized,
was just like my mother. Only willing to share
some things when the timing was right. And
like my memories, he kept the things he knew
stored away someplace safe. So it wouldn’t
hurt. So he wouldn’t see the past standing right
in front of him again.
We were all the same.

TO, ON by jessica robinson

What we do with our memories
I never wrote about Katie for my senior
Honor’s paper. I dropped out of the program
altogether because, really, I couldn't be trusted.
Not only do I not know if my one solid
memory of my aunt is real or imagined, but I
didn't have the guts to explore and ask for the
truth or demand more from my uncle, who
kept those journals for himself.
If I had the courage to sit my mother or
any other member of the family down and ask
for the full truth, not just the segments of what
my mother had offered throughout the years, I
imagine a thick saran wrap would spin around
the place in my heart that pulses for my aunt’s
story and I would feel content.
But fear is what stops me every time.
I’m afraid to see them cry, to see them hurt, to

the nightmare is part dog part
motorcycle, and barefoot boys in strollers,
and how many people believe
that the jade sold on street corners
is real, because they have to?
“it’s just another rose,” says
the stranger
cameras pushed through grates that
you can hear the subway through—
bubbling up from underneath
small voices tired
of having to claim the sidewalk
and if we pretend to want to die, then
maybe it won’t hurt as much when we
do
the gravitational pull of
a store window,
and the street corner preacher, who
truly believes that he isn’t an animal
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Hunter

I said goodbye twenty times
and wrote a villanelle just in case. This morning
men talked about passion and it made me want
to row to the tallest mountain in between
Newport and Austin and carve
its elegy, not tall enough. My hands
are made from meeting strangers
in Wall, South Dakota and tasting the river in my mouth
too early. The only thing I get from love is a body
of empty boxes. Somewhere in Welch, West Virginia
there is a street corner as holy as a four minute long voicemail.

Two
Poems
by
sarah
bates

Affogato

I saw myself espresso. Behind the lake
two planets in a glass at your feet.
If you want someone to love you, make love
an atlas.
From the bottom of white fir, you can starve
on iron ore. From this view, captains curve
into vanilla bean.
Under blue mirrors I found myself
in the meadow of a wooden chair asking.
Why sun?
I like that oars don’t bend like bridal veil,
picnic table limbs instead of chipped tongue.
There is something about where dust chooses to go
in winter. Between mountain maple and sun,
how I wanted to spill into the valley of a stranger
as I watched the roots of your language turn to drought.
How I watched planets bury beneath hayfield
as the rivers I wrote for you emptied.
Want someone to love you? Love again.
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